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A Christmas story within a story at BlackRock
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Radio play version of “It’s a Wonderful Life” offers new twists
by Samantha Schmieder
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Immediate Theatre Project of Asheville, N.C., has put its own
unique twist on a holiday classic with “Live From WVL Radio
Theatre: It’s A Wonderful Life,” which will be performed
Saturday at BlackRock Center for the Arts in Germantown. .
While their are several live radio play versions of “It’s a
Wonderful Life,” the producing artistic director of Immediate

Click here.
Photo provided by Immediate Theatre Project
Actors performing “Live From WVL Radio Theatre: It’s A
Wonderful Life,” with Tony Larkin playing the character of
George Bailey in the front and Chase McNeil, Maria
Buchanan and Blythe Coons making sound effects in the
background.

Theatre Project, Willie V.R. Repoley, penned his adaptation
back in 2009 because he wanted to come up with an idea to
“legitimize why it’s set in a radio station.”
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In his adaptation, Repoley sets the tale at a struggling radio
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station which has a cast to voice “It’s a Wonderful Life” for the
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holidays, but then something goes wrong.
“We dovetailed [with ‘It’s a Wonderful Life’], having it set in a
struggling radio station literally moments before they go on
air, the cast is stuck in a winter storm and can’t get back to
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the station,” Repoley said.
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The station workers who were able to make it to work must decide what to do about the broadcast.
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“The skeleton crew that’s there can either shut down and cancel it or make the story happen with who is there. The radio
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actors are working to save their station by performing the
story about George [Bailey] working to save his town,”
Repoley said. “Having two teams to root for really helps.”
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The play consists of four actors and two tables filled with
different everyday items used for sound effects. Each actor
plays various roles and Repoley said at one point one of
the actors must have a conversation with himself as two
different characters.
“It’s very simple staging, it relies very much on the
audience’s imaginations,” Repoley said.
Because of the storm, the radio studio’s live audience isn’t
able to make it for the broadcast either, meaning the
ADVERTISEMENT

audience at BlackRock has a role to play too.
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“The real audience ends up getting cast in the studio as the radio studio audience,” Repoley said explaining that the
audience members must pay attention to cues telling them to laugh or clap. “It makes it really fun.”
As for the sound effects, many radio broadcasts used them in the past and use electronically made ones to this day.
However, because this is a live radio play, the audience can see the sound effects being made.
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“We love making sounds that don’t look like what they sound like,” Repoley said.
Repoley explained that one day one of the actresses brought in an egg beater and started turning the egg beater on the
edge of a bowl making a sound that he described as “just like a telephone ringing.”
At noon on Saturday, prior to the show, a free sound effects workshop will be offered for anyone who signs up on
BlackRock’s website.
“We are going to have something new we worked into our program for this tour about what goes into the thought
process for how we chose the sound effects and why,” Repoley said.
Repoley explained that this is the first year Immediate Theatre Project is doing to workshop and BlackRock Center was
the venue that actually requested it in the first place.
During the workshop, the cast will explain how the company came up with many of the sounds and let participants make
some sound effects of their own. Repoley explained that while many ideas for sound effects came from looking up what
people did historically, there was also a lot of going through houses, hardware stores and grocery stores to see what
sounded right.
“That’s why we carry an eggplant on stage,” Repoley said.
sschmieder@gazette.net
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